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synthetic intelligences

from

– algorithmic problem solvers

– Deep Blue, Watson, AlphaGo,
autonomous driving, . . .

to

– artificial (trans-human) intelligences

– autonomously planning

– self motivated
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the motivational problem

standard view
advanced AIs as evolved utility maximizers

long-term utility maximization possible?

utility function scarce resources

unknown information
does one exist? computational power
not computable time

nature’s solution

‚ diffusive emotional control

‚ logic useful to achieve goals efficiently,
not to set them
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neurotransmitters

local trans-synaptic chemical information transmission

GABA : inhibitory

glutamate : excitatory
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neuromodulators

modulating

synaptic plasticity

neural thresholds,
gains, . . .

‹ norepinephrine

‹ dopamine

‹ serotonin

‹ choline, oxytocin, . . .

no direct cognitive
information processing - diffusive control

[Physiological Reviews]
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neuromodulation & cognition

[Emotions: from brain to robot. Arbib, Fellous, ‘04]

» higher cognition essentially dependent on neuromodulation «
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moods, emotions and neuromodulators

[see, e.g. Panksepp]

no emotion without
the concurrent release

of some neuromodulators

‚ most neuromodulation is neutral (unconscious)

‚ why do we experience certain neuromodulatory
processes as emotions?
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James-Lange feedback
[example: Diamond, LeDoux, Craig]

sensory / cognitive
information processing

hypothalamus, amygdala right anterior insula

autonomic nervous system
brainstem

viscera
heart rate, breathing

“sensation” of emotions through feedback (body)
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neutral & emotional neuromodulation

neutral

brain

emotional

brain body

Â why has nature developed emotional neuromodulation?
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what activates neuromodulation?

external and internal sensation

‚ C. Elegans (nematode, 302 neurons)

‚ Drosophila (fruitfly)
non-conscious valuation system

[Bargmann, ‘12]

‚ cognitive processing (thoughts)
– couch experiment
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control of neuromodulation

netrl neromodltion “̂ open loop control

hungry Ñ increased response to food stimuli

Ñ food uptake

Ñ fed

emotionl neromodltion “̂ closed loop cognitive control

angry Ñ James-Lange bodily response

Ñ cognitive awareness of mood

Ñ cognitive control

note: a defendant is liable (in court) for its action when capable of
closed-loop cognitive control of her/his motives/emotions
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emotions & motivational problem

goal setting
comparative evaluation of (emotionally attributed) values

value attribution to action options

‚ genes (simple options)

‚ acquired (advanced cognitive systems)
e.g. preference to play guitar instead of violin

open loop control (evolution)
play guitar (why?), evaluate consequences

closed loop control (emotions)
think about playing guitar (using memories, . . . )
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cognitive pyramids

present-day AI roadmap

biological intelligences

consciousnes, emotions
learning

neuromodulation
genes

knowledge, abstract reasoning, specialization
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increasing intelligence

Â opens behavioral options

Â needs advanced comparative weighting mechanisms

Â sophisticated closed loop emotional control system

transhuman intelligences
will be hyperemotional

regarding sophistication, not intensity
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